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Cap Doffing EVENING coLLEGE JUNIOR To REIGN AT FESTIVE Homecoming
' CEREMONIES PRIOR TO X-MARSHALL CONTEST
Grads Ready
FIoats, Band
Hectic Day
To Add Color
Over 10 Organizations
Competing For Awards

Dance And Reception
To Climax Festivities

By Jim O'Brien
A gigantic, Homecoming
celebration-by far the greatest in Xavier University history as indicated by its detailed program-was in final
planning stages late this week
as student and alumni committeemen announced all in
readiness for the big day Sat-

The Xavier Alumni Association has announced that
it will award an 18-inch gold
trophy to the student organization presenting the best
float in the annual homecoming half-time ceremonies
at the Xavier-Marshall game,
this Saturday, Nov. 20, 1948.

urday.
Student floats, introduction of
a Homecoming Queen, special
programs by the Xavier band
and ROTC, and freshman beaniedoffing ceremonies will be combined to produce the big show in
conjunction with the Xavier~
Marshall grid battle.
At least ten student organizations will be vying to win Student Council's trophy award for
that float judged the best in the
opinion of the Alumni Committee of Homecoming activities,
Dick Geiger, student co-chairman of Homecoming Day, reported this week.
Besides the Queen's float there
will be entries from the following organizations: The Alchemists, Clef Club, Hiedelberg Club,
(Continued on Page 6)

Editor Chosen
For '49 Annual

The trophy will be on display
at the publicity office until game
time Saturday.
The Alumni anticipate a repetition of last year's successful
Homecoming Day, as committee
members under Chairman Vincent Beckman, Jr., have completed final preparations.
Following the game, festivities
for the re,mainder of the day will
take place with a reception at
the Marie Antoinette Room of
the Hotel Alms, where members
·· ·
of the faculty will be on hand to
greet all returning graduates.
A dance which, as in past years,
will be free to Alumni, is set for
8 p.m. with the music of Gene
Wagner's orchestra.
Al Stephan, Xavier athletic director, has arranged a program of
informal entertainment for the
evening, and will act as master
of ceremonies.
Out-of-town alumni will register in the morning at the Union
Her Highness, Queen Rose111ary
House, after which campus inUnable to believe her ears, lovely, 22- Betty Kohl, Marge Williams, Betty Bunker, spection will follow.
year-old Rosemary Bomkamp, Evening Col- Pat Riley, Rhe Covein and Dottie Wilhelm Lunch in the cafeteria will be
lege junior, thought surely she was the vic- the '48 Queen will circle the field prior to served at noon.

Gene Driscoll, Business Administration junior, and a member tim of mix-up last week when the Homeof the Student Council, has been coming Committee informed her that she
appointed editor-in-chief of this was their choice to reign over Homecoming

game time in a shining convertible. She will
then ascend to her throne to present a trophy
to the winning float paraded in pre-game
ceremonies.
festivities.
A resident of Erlanger, Ky., Queen Rose"You probably mean someone else, this
is Rosemary Bomkamp," the blonde em- mary was named to the honored post by Coployee of the International Detrola Corpor- chairmen Dick Geiger and Bob Schildmeyer,
ation replied. After the committee spokes- . Ed Sanker, George Jutze, Jack Kerschner,
man assured her that the honor was hers, John Hoscheit and Bob Dugan of the Homean excited acceptance was given by the coming Committee. The Queen and her atcomely miss who will reign over the biggest tendants will be escorted in the ceremonies
Homecoming celebration in Xavier history. by their dates, rather than by members of
Accompanied by her royal attendants, Student Council as was originally planned.

.
I

Three Musketeers
To A ivard Ducats

Gene Driscoll
year's Musketeer, according to an
announcement from Dr. Charles
F. Wheeler, faculty moderator.
Driscoll, after his appointment,
told the News this week that "we
hope that this year's annual will
be ·the best i·n Xav1·er's hi.story.
Anyone who wishes to join the
staff should contact Dr. Wheele1·
or myself. We are considering
the possibility of dedicating this
,.•s annual to Our Lady of
Yea•
Fatima and the Rosary Crusade."

The "Three Musketeers" have
stepped out of ·the past and are
going to be walkirig the streets
'of downtown Cincinnati late
Friday afternoon, Nov. 19 between 3 and 5 p.m. They will
present free ducats to the XavierMarshall game for the lucky pedestrians who can recognize them
as Xavier University students
and say, "You are one of the
Three Musketeers."
The modern day Musketeers
will roam the downtown area between Fourth, Eighth, Sycamore,
and R~ce streets.

SUPREME COURT RULING
ENDANGERING RELIGION
by Tim Doavd

it was drawn up.
The first amendment reads, in
pa1·t, "Congress shall make no
law respecting or establishment
of religion, or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof . . ." The
Court, with Mr. Justice Black
writing the decision of the majority, said this meant that
neither the federal nor state
government can legally aid reRecent Supreme Courth Rulings,''
(Continued on Page 7)
based his talks on the Everson
and McCollum cases.
------------Dealing with school bus transNOTICE
portation in New Jersey, the
Due to the Thanksgiving
See • • •
Everson ruling was evolved by holiday week-end and publicaH
· E
J the Justices' interpretation of tion schedules no issues of the
omeco111111g c llorJU
p
2 ...what the first amendment to the N ews w ii I appear untll Dec. 9•
- - - - - - - - - - - - • - 1 e _ Constitution meant in 1789 w h e n - - - - - - - - - - - - -

r

·

The Supreme Court, in trying
to insure freedom of religion, has
actually endangered it, according to Rev. John Courtney Murray, S.J., last Sunday's speaker
h x · u ·
·t F
at t e av1er mvers1 y orum.
Father Murray, speaking in
· ·
"Th s
Taft Auditorium on
e eparation of Church and State in

EC Clubs Bare
Future Plans
Candidates for Booster Club
offices are conducting. a hot campaign to insure election Tuesday,
Nov. 26, of new officers most
capable of carrying out the club's
executive duties in the same effect.ive manner as this year's retiring officers.
New officers will be announced at the All-Booster Party, Nov.
26, according to Pat Gausling
and Alice May Rolfus, co-chairmen of the affair.
Balloting for the election of
First Year Club officers is also
underway, and new officers will
be chosen from tho:;e named by
the FYC nominating committee
headed by Claire Gerke, Pat
Wiefering, Dottie Wilhelm, Don
Esper, Mike Murphy, and Joe
Kirst.
Audrey McCafferty, Booster
officer, reports that plans for a
fast-paced C h r i s t m a s holidav
time party have been drawn, and
that a resolution was passed at
the last Booster Club meeting to
pledge Booster Club support to
all Xavier co-curricular activities
including the organization of
swimming and bowling leagues.
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Bigger And Better Homecomings

••• By Gray

Welcome Grads!

F

EW programs that Xavier University may sponsor during
the 1948-49 school term will be endorsed so willingly
as the News endorses Saturday's Homecoming Day. On the
United States college scene, homecoming celebrations are
comparable to the regularity of night and day, or spring and
summer. Notwithstanding the monotonous character of college homecomings, Xavier alumni and student groups would
do well in assuring continued improvement in the scope of
that event here.
Certainly Xavier homecomings have been sad affairs in
recent years, serving only to emphasize a shameful inadequacy rather than the spirited renewal for which they were
intended. Formerly it was difficult to determine whether
students or alumni had been the more disinterested group,
while this year the older and younger sets seem to be running a race to get there "fustest with the mostest". At any
rate, the enthusiasm to date reflects a healthy attitude auguring ~ell for future student-alumni projects.
Homecoming Day is one of the University's strongest
and most appealing points of contact with its alumni, and
in the final analysis, the alumni are "Xavier". Bigger and
better homecomings will produce a bigger and better alumrii
and a bigger, better and healthier Xavier family. Those who
have worked so hard on the Saturday events should be proud
that they have advanced so far in accomplishing that status
through this '48 Homecoming.

•

Letters
To The Editor
Presidential Poll

A Certain Radio Reporter

~..,.

'"

I

Dear Editor:
Is your face red hmm! Just
glanced over your interesting
political research and may I suggest that in the future it would
be wise and considerably safer
to maybe refrain from political
predictions.
Now then, you stated your information was based on the census taking of 748 students. Well,
all I can say is they must have
double crossed you at the last
minute.
Concerning the Taft Hartley
Bill, your 748 students really
succeeded in making themselves
look ridiculous. Either they do
not expect to work for a living,
or they just don't understand the
terms of the Taft Hartley Bill.
. ... " "" Really, now don't you think
~j;'~~ you were being a little presump.,.:; · · ·' tuous in airing Y,our political
· ~:;,ff• " 1 views in a college paper, using
r· the statistics that you used.

,

ANY Americans have some very hazy notions on the .•
'.£i
"' ~ •••"~
.
subject of freedom of the press. We have been so de~
m1
s·mcerey,
1
~A:...~
~: .;::~
.~·,..
luged for the past few hundred years with the idea of freedom
· ._;fi"i;J-:v.:.
f'LJU.~~~~..il ~ '-: ; ;. :~~ nf.,!>.'1~;·
Mary Johnson
that many have come to believe that the word means the ~···~. ,,, .,.,... ....,._,>~'!;£;, ~:/,O(;lf''l ··'
-- -' _., ':',10;..~·
Xavier University
liberty to do just as one pleases.
~!:
·
''1
. .
Ed Note: Suggest Miss Johnson
To begin with, that so-called conception is not really
Courtesy Xavier ewsletter reread the article. The article did
freedom at all, but anarchy, for liberty without law or with ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; not express personal opinions but
utter disregard of law results in chaos. A good example of ·The Talk Around Campus
those of the students who marked
that latter statement would be the French Revolution. At any
the ballots which were available
rate, there can be no freedom where there is no law, for the
to all.
word itself implies duty and responsibility.
• • •
Now a certain nhuseating radio and newspaper reporter
By
Fred
Newbill
Anti-Social
Men?
either does not subscribe to this fundamental belief or overlooks it entirely in the course of his activities. A case in point, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Dear Editor:
wherein this so-called reporter demonstrates his ineptitude •Students register dissatisfaction with homecoming plans; Are the wives of Xavfor stufor the profession he supposedly represents, is the recent Prep game wrecks dorm study at cruciartime; Father Steiner dents anti-social, or are the men
at fault? By this we mean the
banning of the magazine The Nation from the public school and wax solve Fieldhouse dance problem.
• • •
poor representation of women at
libraries in New York City for spreading malicious and false
Is a homecoming for the alumni or for everybody? If it's ~he Musketeer Wi,_ves Club meetstatements on the Catholic Church. Some· anti-Catholic organizations attributed the ban to an imaginary Catholic ip- for everybody, as quite a few people believe, maybe the plan- mgs. And also, why weren't
more women present at the tea
fluence and pressure brought to bear on the responsible ning committee had better duck for a few days.
"Just where" ask the out-of-town students "can we given for our new members on
authorities. The responsible authority here was the Superintendent of the Board of Education, who happens to be a take our families' and girl friends after bringing them all the November 7?
.·
Our constitution states that
Lutheran. This gentleman knows when the freedom of the way to Cincinnati? There's no
press is abused and took appropriate action to stop such dance, and if we take them to Patna Cards On Sale the purpose of the club is to
"promote socialibility among the
abuse, all of which we cannot say ·about the reporter in the alumni affair at the . Alms,
they make it plain we are crash- :11atna !dission Christmas Ca~ds married couples of Xavier Uniquestion.
Evidently this newsman just cannot understand that ing and not wanted." As for pre- wll~ ag~m be. on sale. at Xavier versity". Why aren't more couples
such freedom has its limits, for he immediately raised the game doings on the campUS) the University this year, it was an- interested? We know that a lot
cry of censorship, an action which usually follows from him boys contend South Hall is a pig noun~ed Monday by Rev. Fi·ank of them are from out of town
whenever an immoral or otherwise destructive publication pen and Albers Lobby is clutter- T. Diet~ ~.J., student counsellor. and should seemingly want to
is prevented from reaching its potential market. He probably ed up with desks. There are no I The .religious-type cards may be make new friends in Cincinnati;
never read the articles under discussion, and possibly did classes until 1: 20 in some of the o~tamed at the. bookstore, or the the wives should also be interested in becoming a part of the
not even bother to find out why the magazine was taken rooms. What kind of inspection Hmkle Hall switchboard.
school along with their husbands.
from the library shelves. He seemed to be impressed only tour is that? One. might add that
THESIS DEADLINE
We think these husbands should
with the idea that the periodical was banned, and that to him Marshall is not a first rate opponent either. But we need that
encourage their wives to share in
was uncalled.:.for censorship. .
Seniors who intend to grad- their honors. Let them come over
This reporter aparently isn't able to distinguish between 5-5 record.
•
•
•
uate
in February• '49, must to Xavier every third Sunday in .
just and unjust censoring of matter disseminated to the pubcopy of their the month. We're sure they won't
lic. For some twenty-odd years he has undermined the na- The boys in Elet Hall are won- submit
th · t 0theth efinal
R · t
egis rar on or be sorry when they both. share
~iona~ way ~~ life for a gullibl.e Amer~can public by publish- dering aloud who okayed that b esis
f
J
8th
e ore anuary
• For seniors in the fun.
ing his malicious and destructive gossip about "who is Reno- high .school game in the stadium who
will graduate in June,
vating with whom?" He has gotten away with it and thus last week-on a weekday night 1949, the final copy is due on
Georgtna-wanley and
can't understand why everybody else cannot do the same. In during mid-semester exams. or
before March 7•
Ginny Munroe
sho.rt, he has ignored the duty and responsibility that. neces- Studying, they logically point
Graduates of the summer
sarily follow from any and all freedoms, including that of out, was virtually impossible. session must submit their final Maringer Baby Succumbs
the press.
"'
Console yourselves fellows, exams copy by Aug. 12, Failure to
The News wishes to express
are now over. The only things submit a thesis on the date as- deepest sympathy to Mr. and
• The '48 Musketeer
that remain are memories and signed will disqualify a student Mrs. Gilbert Maringer on the loss
from graduating in the session of their child, who died at birth
HE announcement this week that hard-working Gene some bad grades.
• • •
in which the thesis ls due. An last Monday.
Driscoll has assumed the post as editor of the 1949
Mrs. Maringer's condition was
Musketeer, Xavier's yearbook, prompts some long-delayed In answer to a query, Father extension of time will not be
comment on that publication's issue of 1948. Considering talk Steiner tells us that a new ·wax granted for completion of a reported to be good late this
week Mr. Maringer is director of
that was rampant when last year's edition finally reached has been procured which pro- thesis.
student subscribers, one is also prompted to wonder whether tects the Fieldhouse floor and - - - - - - - - - - - - - music at Xavier.
he should congratulate or sympathize with Driscoll on the can be merely swept off after a
job he is undertaking.
·
'
dance. Formerly, after each dance
~.
After the successful year enjoyed by Xavier University the wax had to be replaced, after
November, 18, 1948, weekly except during vacation. period Vol.
in almost every phase of its activity last year, the '48 Mus- which the floor could not be X'r{~{ctY1nl';..~rslty,
• no. 9, Xavier University, Hamilton County, Cincinnati, Ohio, 'Evanston,
1.50 per year. Entered as second class matter October 4, 19411 at the Post
keteer's contribution to that period of progress came as a used -for a week. The new wax
0££lce at Cincinnati, Ohio, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
bitter disappointment. It was hard to imagine how a school was tested for the first time last
•abll!l'lptloa ILM DW
that had produced so much could have summarized it so Friday at the SDS formal. Its
po<;>rly as was done by the Musketeer's staff. Journalistically finding is a triumph of sorts for
Member
the annual was nil. If anything, its publication showed com- Father Steiner, as he has been
Associated
Collerlate Press
plete lack of preliminary organization· and competence among looking for a way out of making
us dance on the edge of the floor
The Catholic School Presa A•'n.
those in top positions.
Probably the best indication that there will be improve- since school bega:i.
Intercollegiate Collere Press
ment this year is the appointment of the editor. Men like
• • •
Gene Driscoll seldom fail to accomplish things they once A day hop, who shall remain
Ohio College Newspaper Au'n.
set out to do, and few Xavier students have demonstrated anonymous, had a streetcar date
~~'!:~i~n;c~dft~~ .........................................................................Blehard E, Ueall:el, 't9
a deeper desire to do things the way they should be done than last week. One of the couples he llu•lnea•
l\lonaser ............................................................................ Loal1 Bannlnir:, 'IO
Driscoll has in his recent feverish activity. That Gene is a and his girl were supposed to Sport.
Jtldltor
.................................................................................... iferr,. Halloran
A..oelate EdJtor~................................................................................... Joeeph lle7er, ifr,
"go-getter" is a trite understatement.
meet was a half hour late, the F:nnlns Collese Eiii'to""'"""'""'""""""'"c. Charlea Llans, '.llO, ifoha Waddell, '49
Anyone who might have edited the '49 Musketeer had show wasn't any good, the food Alumni BualneH l\Jann~er""'""'.'.'"""'""'"'"""'""'""""'"""'""""""'"Marll7n Hllyer11
Editorial Advl•or ................................................................ ifohn p, ifeffre, '115
little chance at anything but success, for he had no high was bad afterwards, they had to FaeultJ'
FacntUJ' Director
........................................ Bev, Vietor Cl. 8teeh1ebulte, 8,if,
.. ..................................................................Pror• .J-pb LlnJI, .Jr., '36 .
standard to maintain. Now that they know who will direct wait 40 minutes for the streetcar .
expreHed b,. 'Hrlou. feature wrllen eal11111~l•t•
its destiny, students may expect to be proud of their year- back, and it rained. Ain't love (Tl•d view• and oplnloR8 a11
~':.., 1 e~ue;,t01 ;:.~~u~·
~ 0 : a"":r'•arll,. expr- the offtelal opl~lo•• ef the
book come next summer.
grand?
·
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A
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MILITARY BALL TO DRAW RECORD CROWD
Communist Influence. Greater
Than Ever In Europe, Writes
Former Student Of Vienna
This feature, written exclusively for the "News," is by Peter
Bruse, Austrian student now attending Xavier on a one year scholarship granted by the War Relief Services in conjunction with the
NFCCS. Mr. Bruse formerly attended the University of Vienna and
unde1'stands from his own experience the problems facing the
Eu1'opean student.

By Peter Bruae

Peek Of Week
Friday, Nov. 19-Military Ball,
Castle Farm
Saturday, Nov. 20-H 0 MECOMING, Xavier vs. Marshall
2:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 23-lnternational
Relations Club, Room 108, 7:30
p.m.
Clef Club, Albers Hall Lobby,
7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 25-Thanksgiving
Day, holiday
Friday, Nov. 26-President's Day,
holiday
Sunday, Nov. 28-Xavier University Forum, Taft Auditorium, 8:30 p.m.
Monday, Nov. 29-Classes resume
on Evanston Campus a n d
Downtown College

The Communist influence in against Stalinism with the aid of
Europe is now greater than ever Student Relief. One of the few
before. Russian forces are ruling opportunities we have to fulfill
and terrorizing two-thirds of the this most solemn obligation is to
European continent. Marxistic join the active, responsible and
tendencies are penetrating and unselfish work of this drive in
poisoning mental life. Po!itical
chaos is followed by economic
breakdown, unemployment, and
despair. The Red Vampire is
reaching out its bloody claws for
more and more cities, countries
and peoples, while Stalin, the
Anti-Christ of the present time,
When the curtain rises on the
swings his horrible whip of reMasque
Society's presentation
ligious persecution over the enof Mary of Scotland in South
slaved states.
Hall, Dec. 11, Xavier students,
No one knows where this depatrons and Cincinnati theatervelopment will lead. For the
goers will be treated to something
Christian European students there
in the way of staging and
new
. are only two alternatives-either
lighting.
to fight Communism or to collabThe entire production will be
orate with it. There exists no
done with a backdrop of drapes
other possibility, no compromise;
while the lighting effects will be
they have to decide, one way or
carried out by means of overthe other. And they have decided!
head spots and ante-prosidium
They have decided to fight Com·thus eliminating footlights,
munism, the world plague of tolights.
Peter
Bruse
day, with all their strength.
According to Victor L. Dial,
The National Federation of Cath- director, the stage setting will
Many Groups Fighting
European Christians know that olic College Students for freedom, feature a series of risers, which
will be used throughout the enthe only way to halt it is a Men- religion and peace.
NFCCS Plays· Big Role
tire production. All stage sets
Reformation and the renewal of
Catholic principles. They have
The NFCCS helps to maintain and risers will be assembled by
assembled and have f o r m e d the connection between Catholics the members of the Masque Sostrong organizations to attain here and in Europe by this ciety.
A change in casting was antheir high aims through active means. The name of this organand fearless hard work. There is ization, and its work too, are nounced this week by Dial. Miss
the "C.L.L.C." in the Scandina- well known wherever young Sue Fisher has been given the
vian countries, the "New Christ- Christians are working against lead role of Queen Mary of Scotian Youth" in Germany, the' "C. the forces of atheistic Commun- land and Miss Marilyn Hilvers
O. P. S." in Italy, Spain and even ism. Every Catholic college stu- will take over the part of Mary
in North Africa and T u r k e y. dent, as a member of the NFCCS Seaton, lady in waiting to Queen
There is the "Association Catho- should know that he is working, Mary.
According to Eugene Friedlique" and the "Jeunesse Etudi- not for the glo1·y of the organizaante Chretienne" in France and tion, but for the underground re- mann, publicity director, tickets
the "Neue ;Jugend" in Austria and sistance of students in Europe will go on sale the week followSwitzerland. These are legitimate who are supported by its Student ing the Thanksgiving holidays.
organizations with their own of- Relief Drive. He should also re- They will be available from any
ficers, delegates ~nd presidents. alize · that any help he can give member of the Masque Society
But behind the Iron Curtain to these young people now not or in the bookstore.
the circumstances are much dif- oniy secures their friendship, but
ferent, for instance in Finland, provides a measure of security
Poland, Yugoslavia, Czechoslo- for his own future by seeing that Migration Day Success,
vakia, Rumania, Bulgaria, Hun- the tide of battle is turned NOW Committee Says
gary, etc. Here the struggle is in the favor of Christianity and
Nearly 200 die-hard Musketeer
underground, reckless and dan- Democracy.
football fans traveled to Clevegerous. ·For the rulers in these
land last Saturday morning on a
special migration train inaugacountries know no mercy for
rating the first trip of this kind
those Christians who are acting
against the forces of Marxism
in Xavier history.
and Leninism. Young Catholic
Since this was the first time the
students offering opposition are
venture has been attempted, the
The complete itinerary for the trip must be called a big success,
immediately and cruelly dealt
with. This new martyrdom of Philopedian Debate Society was committee men said.
modern times tends to equal if announced this week by Ray
not exceed the glory of the an- Schlichte, club president. The
Falls City Boys To Meet
cient Christians martyrs in Rome.
teams left Saturday, Nov. 13.
There will be a meeting of all
Stru11le Not In Vain
the students from the Louisville
The
eastern
t
r
i
p
includes:
This underground fight against
and Falls Cities area next Tuesbarbarism, imperialism, brutali- Marshall college of Huntington, day at 7 p.m. in South Hall cafeW.
Va.;
Georgetown
university
ty and godlessness is by no means
teria section, relative to organizin vain. It would not be the first of Washington, D.C.; Temple un- ing a Louisville Club here on
iversity
of
Philadelphia,
Pa.,
time that a dictatorially governed
the campus.
empire was destroyed by powers New York university of New
acting within her own frontiers. York City; Columbia University;
Undoubtedly, the outcome of this and Ohio State university.
The midwestern trip is as fol- •
RECORDS
battle is most important, not
only for Europe, but also for lows: Wittenberg college, Spring.SHEET MUSIC
America and the entire world. field, Ohio; Notre Dame univer- •
For the effect of any political sity; University of Chicago; Mar- •
GREETING CARDS
action today, is unfortunately, qoette university; University of •
universal. We are living in the Wisconsin; and Butler university.
The teams received a last minAge of the Blitzkrieg and the
Atomic Bomb, not in the Age of ute briefiiig last Thursday and
Friday in discussi()ns with Dr. •
Isolation.
34-36 E. Fifth St.
It .is a holy duty to support Herbert Schwartz, professor of
the European Catholic student philosophy, and Mr. Victor Dial,
orcanizations that are fi1htin1 club moderator.

1200 Persons To Pat.;k Castle Farm;
Local Military Officials To Be Guests
Twelve hundred persons are Wd/:t:t//]J~DH
expected to file into Milt Magel's
Castle Farm tomorrow night for
the 10th annual ROTC Military
Ball.
mRf:\\\E,'\:\'\!%:':\\!
Several nearby high

Cadet Col., Betty Long, learns of the intracacies of an
Special Effects armyHonorary
radio with the aid of Cadet Officer Don Esper.
·To Feature Play army
officers are expected to at- commanding officer. Three or
tend the festivities, including Maj.
four advanced cadets from last
Gen. Joseph C. Mehaffey of the year's unit now on active army
Ohio River Engineers and Col. duty will also attend the Ball.
Charles Higgins, U. of C. ROTC
B et t y L a n g, newly elected
- - - - - - - - - - - - - Cadet Colonel will be commissioned at ceremonies highlighting the affair. She will succeed Honorary Cadet Col. Joan
Gerke, who has held that honor
There will be a meeting of the during the past year.
Musketeers Wives' Club on SunBarney Rapp and his orchestra,
day, Nov. 21, at 2 p.m. in South with vocalist Jean Mccarren, wi11
Hall, at which time the new of- pl~ for the dance.
ficers for the year will be installed, according to Mrs. Jeanette Surina, president.
Good Sani Dance
An off-campus C hr is t mas
The Student Council of Good
party is being planned for the Samaritan Hospital is sponsoring
early part of December for the a dance this Sunday, Nov. 21,
husbands and wives.
from 2: 30 to 5: 30 p.m. in VicWives of all Xavier students toria Hall.
All Xavier students are invited,
are urged to attend these monthly
meetings and meet the other according to the Rev. Frank ·T.
Dietz, S.J., student counselor.
wives.

Wives Club To
Meet Sunday

Continuous.· Quality

Is Quality You Trust

Debate Teams
Leave On Trip

.

• •

SONG SHOP

Aslt. for ii either way ••• 601/,
trade-marlt.s mean lhe same thing.
lonuD UNDO AUTHOlllTY OP TH! COCA·COLA COMPANY IY

THE COCA-COLA BO'l'TLING WORKS COMPANY
0 1941, The Coc11·CGl11 COlllPllllY
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By George Jutze

X Rushing
Name

Attempts Yds.

Av.

Liber ..........................
Conway ......................
Hirth ..........................
Squerl ........................
Crowe ........................
Davls ..........................
Daly ............................

91
39
58
15
24
53
14

523
210
261
63
88
148
30

5. 7
5.3
4.5
4.2
3.'r
2.4
2.1

3aban ..........................
Masali ........................
McQuade ..................
Rowe ..........................

4
3
17
4

17
15
·48
4

4.2
ll.O
-2.1
J.l

·l

-1.0

Lerarlo ...................... l

Probably the most unheralded
of all the positions connected with
a college football team is that of
student manager. The names of
players and coaches are constantly before our eyes and in
our conversation, but seldom, if
ever, do we hear or see the names
of the fellows who take care of
the equipment and do the numerous odd jobs on the field and
in the locker room.
Xavier's team is blessed with
three such students. Headman
Bob Eveslage is performing managerial duties for the third successive year. A veteran of three
years service in the Tank Destroyers, half of which time was
spent in the Pacific Area, Bob
is now a senior and will be graduated in June with a BS in BA

degree. He is a hometown boy
and belongs to the Accounting
and Varsity X Clubs.
Capable Bob Drennan, a Fort
Wayne, Ind., product, is another
of the three unknowns and is in
his second year as a football
manager. Graduated from Central Catholic High in 1942 he was
almost immediately taken into
the armed forces, where he spent
33 months. Bob entered Xavier
in '47 and is an economics major.
His extra curricular activities include participation in the Economics Club and the Varsity X
Club.
Joe Henneman, a freshman in
the managerial ranks, is an Ashland, Ky., lad in BuSiness Ad·
ministration studies. He also is
a veteran, having served two and
one-half years in the Air Corps
in the ETO.

Sivimming Team
To Be Formed
With the Rev. Raymond L.
Mooney, S.J., moderator of athletics presiding, the initial meeting of the Musketeer swimming
team with nearly 50 present took
place last Thursday morning in
the Fieldhouse.
Father Mooney stated, "It is
definite that we have a swimming
team this year. We do not know
as yet if it will be possible to
schedule inter-collegiate competition this year, but we will hold
intramurals and .engage several
local high schools in meets."
The team will work out. at the
Friar's Club four times weekly.
Those interested in trying out are
asked to contact Luis Lopez at
Barracks 9.
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Joe Meyer, Jr.'s

THIS 'n' TH AT

'•~•~,~~~~~~~~~~~

Although no '49 football schedule has been published yet, we
feel that the makings of an undefeated season are being evolved.
The opponents for next season will not be any tougher than in the
past two years while the Musketeers will field a vastly improved
club. The nucleus of a great team is now on the squad. The best
crop of freshmen gridironers ever to appear on the Avondale campus has just completed an undefeated three game season. Add to
all that the coming to Xavier of a man who will be a starting back
next year. What other conclusion can be drawn than "undefeated in
'49."

Marsliall's Record

Herd Won 9 Games Last Season,
Defeated In Tangerine Bowl

PAGE FIVE
Mo re h e ad, Eastern Kentucky,
Evansville, Indiana State, St. Vincent, Murray, Bradley, and Morris Harvey.
The Thundering Herd amassed
342 points, compared to 124 of
their opponents.

Xavier's Homecoming foe, but once, Canisus being the only
Opponents
Marshall
6
60
Steubenville
Marshall college, will not boast team to top the Thundering Herd
12
38
Morehead
the record they did in 1947 when until the Big Blue humbled them
7
Eastern Kentucky
6
25
20
Canlslus
they invaded the Queen City for 18 to 7. The only other defeat
a
24
Evansville
0
33
Indiana State
their annual tilt with the Mus- was a 6-0 loss to Catawba in the
6
39
St. Vincent
Tangerine Bowl.
keteers.
41
Murray
20
18
7
Xavier
•
Marshall won nine games last
Before meeting Xavier last
40
Morris-Harvey
19
season, Marshall was defeated fall, d e f e a t i n g Steubenville,
6
O
Catawba
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

• • • • •

The present edition of the Battlers of Bloody Run* will return
almost en masse for '49. The men who will be missed the most are
Spike Helmers and Bob Conway. Helmers has played his best ball
this season as, at first, the number one substitute for Stackhouse and
Marek; finally taking over in the last three games due to the injuries suffered by the two Musketeer giants. Conway was starting
at the fullback post until injuries put him on the sidelines.

• • • • •

Jim Murphy, who at the beginning of the season had Ray Stackhouse worried about his job, will be back to assist in the task of
annihilating the opposition.
...

...

. ...

Up from the freshmen to help Bob McQuade direct the fortunes
of the Big Blue will be George Gilmartin. On defense, and for the
punting assignments, comes Bernie Roeckers, who likes the game
best when he is handed the ball and told to run through all opposition with only. a minimum of assistance.

• • • • •

Not enough can be said about Tito Carinci, a freshman now,
but already noted by many as the best linebacker in this section
of the country. Tito will .make All Ohio his first year on the varsity.
Combined with Steve O'Dea Xavier will have no defensive problem
behind the line.

• • • • •

From the way things look now Ed. Kluska's wisest move, if it
is at all possible, would be to keep most of the present team and
about 25 new men. A ·squ'ad of 60 men is not too large in view of
the way footl;>all is played now. This season injuries have been so
frequent that Ed has been lucky to have two full teams in good
physical condition for any one game.

• • • • •

The sum and substance of this bowl game rumor is Xavier vs.
Georgetown of Washington, DC, at Nippert Stadium, Dec. 4. The
money taken in, so the story goes, is to be divided in this manner:
each participating team to receive $5,000, the University of Cincinnati to receive $2,500 for the use of its stadium, and the remaining
money, if there is any, would go to some charity. The codl dealers
of Cincinnati are supposedly behind the idea.

• • • • •

After Xavier's fourth consecutive defeat the bowl bound rumor
has almost subsided. A team with the Blue's record, which will be
five won and the same number lost, doesn't stand much chance
for such a bid.

• • • • •

We surrender! We have tried hard, but we can't win. Henceforth, as far as .the Xavier University News sports section is concerned, the appellation applying to the athletic teams of the aforesaid University shall be known as MUSKIES •. We have fought valiantly to restrain the populace from addressing our boys as fish, but
the stubborness of the citizenry, personified by our cartoonist, is
beyond our ken. If all Xavier wants Muskies they shall have Muskies•
. To show our full cooperation in this matter we hereby recommend
to the board of athletic control, the board of trustees and the Father
Rector, that the figure symbolizing the home of the Blue and White
be changed from the swordsman to a muskelunge-a fish· more appropriate to Muskie than our present standard ~bearer.

• • • • •

The day Ed Kluska uses one defense in ·one game a national
holid~y should be declared. Our opinion favors a 6-2-2-1, although
others may be better. Xavier lost the Dayton game because that
safety man wasn't there. Miami probably would not have scored
a TD if X had another man deep on pass defense. Another thing, if
Ed's boys played one defense long enough they'd learn it and all
its' variations to some degree of perfection.

• • • • •

We hold bright hopes for the basketball team, strange as it may
seem to our critics. The ablest coach in college basketball ,Lew Birt,
is back directing one of the greatest hoop squads in the history of
Xavier. The entire starting lineup has returned, while enough good
men have been' added to the squad to give the Hirtmen sufficient
substitutes who, at any time, could be tile starting team.

• • • • •

•Bloody Run is the name of an ancient Indian trail leading
northwaru from Cincinnati. When the city fathers constructed a
highway along the course of the trail they clianged its name to
Victory Parkway.

The Holiday Season
Is Under Way
Smart college men ore appearing,
in· formal dress from Dunlap's ...
enjoying the ease and comfort of
.tuxedos and full dress suits tailored
to move with the man ... always.
sure of conscientious fit and correct
accessories from this smart man's
store.

Hart Schaffner & Marx Tuxedos •••••• 72.50 to 85.00
Other Tuxedos, single or double-breasted • • • • • • • 60.00
Full Dress Suits • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 60.00 to 100.00

ORCHESTRAS
TO FIT EVERY BUDGET
NO BAND TOO BIG - NO BAND TOO SMALL

The Barney Rapp Agency
CALL RUTH RILEY

MA 0003-MA 0004

Home of Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes

I
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Bm·t, Be Bop, Burton, Bruce and Boston • • •

DOWN FRONT
By Al Maier

EC Mission
Group Holds
(Continued from Page 1)
Philopedian Society, X-Squires,
Elet Hall, Pershing Rifles, Rifle Art Show
Club, the freshman class, and the
Cap Doffing Sat.,
Floats At Game

Xavier News. This list is not
final, however, since the deadline date for submitting float
plans has been extended and
other organizations may enter
late this week. The Homecoming
Committee has approved all
float plans. Student Council financed the project by financing
participating organizations up to
$25 in building and decorating
their floats.
ROTC Honor Guard
BURTON HOLMES AND DIZZY
Accompaning the float display
I hate to mention the next two items together for two ~asons.
The first reason is that they're on the same night. And secondly, in pre-game ceremonies,. the
I'm afraicl that there are an awful lot of fellows who will want to band and honor details from the
see one of them especially and who won't be able to. On Sunday ROTC will form and manuever
evening, November 28, at Taft Auditorium, Burton Holmes, cer- in the in-field. All floats, the
tainly one of the world's most outstanding lecturers on travel, will Queen's preceding, will enter the
present a lecture and film on "Amazing Brazil and Beautiful Rio field by the west gate, pass the
de .Janeiro." This is part of the Xavier Forum series. At the same visitors stands, and then the
cloubteclly iile world's ,foremost Be Bopper, wilf present a concert home stands. They will circle the
of Be Bop. It's just possible that patrons attending the Holmes lec- field twice so that the judges
may make their selection.
ture may be able to hear Dizzy too.
Alumni Committee float judges
I might have seemed a bit vague in the preceding paragraph
will
be the Very Rev. Celestin J.
when I mentioned that quite a few of the students might not be
able to att.end either of these affairs. By way o( explanation, No- Steiner, S.J., President of Xavier
vember 28 is .Sunday of the Thanksgiving weekend and most of you University, who will head the
committee; Albert D. Cash, Maywon't be back from your holiday at home.
or of Cincinnati; Edward Tepe,
• •
climbing that old cliche-ridden Mayor of Norwood; Edward
ICE SHOW BEGINS
There may be a few fellows ladder of success, and I guess the Vonderhaar, Alumni president,
who aren't going home for rungs were pretty slippery, but and Joseph Albers, president of
Thanksgiving but who are enter- he finally got the star on his the Dads' Club.
Beanie Doffing
taining family or friends here in door. I guess it's easier to make
Amid the color of banners,
town. If so, and if your pocket- decisions when you're on top bebook can stand the stretching, cause that's when Bruce decided flags, and bunting a large prowhy not blow your top and take he'd like the theatre. So now he gram is also planned for halfthem down to the Restaurant skates in small, intimate, high time. Quite a ceremony will be
Continentalc at the Netherland class revues in the winter and made of the doffing of beanies
Plaza. They have an excellent goes to school and works the by the freshmen - symbolizing
ice show starring, among others, straw hat circuit in the summer. their final release from ",upper
a young Air Corps vet, Bruce I think the guy's got what it class regulation. In addition the
freshmen have a varied card disSheffler. Bruce worked har~ takes.
play which they are anxious to
• •
demonstrate.
BOSTON SYMPHONY AND 'THE DUKE'
Both the Marshall and Xavier
DeC"ember, in its first week, back to town. In my book Elbrings three great concerts to lington is a great composer, and bands have special formations
Cincinnati. As you know from in anybody's book. he's a great up their sleeves, according to
reading past columns~ think that musician. The following Tuesday, Gilbert Maringer, Xavier band
everybody should hke all of Dec. '7, Music Hall will probably director, who guarantees that
these concerts, but I'm not sim- be packed to the · rafters for a these treats alone will be worth
pie enough to believe that every- concert by Fred Waring and his the price of admission. Another
body does. In the first of them, company. Everybody likes Waring surprise will be a new team
the Boston Symphony Orchestra and the music he plays. There's mascot, which from all reports,
}Jresents a program ranging from no program at a Waring concert. is quite an unusual animal.
the sublime Seventh of Beethoven Fred just carries the show along
to a new work by the subject of
Trads Will Travel
much musical controversy, Ar- with an easy; smiling manner, To Lo1iisville
thur Honegger. This is on Dec. 2. announcing each number as it's
The Traditionists have schedThen on Dec. 5, the Duke comes played.
uled a trip to Louisville on Nov.
• •
20-21, Larry Keller, president of
MARY OF SCOTLAND
the club, announced. The entire
Though there will be another
club will make the trip' and meet
column before Dec. 11, I want to
with Ursuline college of Louissay a few words now about the
ville.
The
Heidelberg
Club's
activiMasque Society's "Mary of ScotAt the last meeting on Sun.,
land" which will open in South ties for the next few weeks in- Nov. 7, the club attended Mass
Hall on that date. That night will clude a float display for home- and communion, followed by
be a memorable one for two rea- coming anda dance on Dec. 7, breakfast · and then held a dissons. First, in opening their own coming and a dance on Dec. 7, cussion on de Montfort's "True
"little theatre", it will be the
Devotion to the Blessed Virgin."
dent.
first time that I know of that a
On Dec. 7 the club will hold r;;;;;;;~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
Xavier dramatic group has preRARE O·PPORTUNITY!
sented an extended-run pro- a dance in South Hall with the
X.U.
dance
orchestra
supplying
STUDY ••• TRAVEL
duction on the Xavier campus.
IN
And secondly, the occasion will the music. During the dance there
be rendered memorable by the will be entertainment by the
newly organized choral group of
BARCELONA GROUP
extremely high quality of the the
club.
. 65 Days June 29, 1949
production itself. Though I haveMALAGA GROUP
n't, at this writing, seen any of - - - - - - - - - - - - - 65 Days July 2, 1"49
the rehearsals, I do know that
SPONSORED BY
the boys and girls are putting in
UNIVERSITY
of MADRID
a tremendous amount of work
For Information Write
on the play. I wish the Masque
Spanish Student Tours
Society every kind of success and
500 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 18, N. Y.
I urge every student for the sake
of the society's and the school's
prestige, and for the sake of his
own entertainment, to attend
"Mary of Scotland".
MIKE'S
Since the News will not publish for the next few weeks, I'd like
to discuss a few of the more important and more interesting items
that will appear on the local entertainment scene before DOWN
FRONT appears again.
First of all, this Sunday, our own symphony orchestra will present one of ijs interesting Pop Concerts with Andre Kostelanetz
as guest conductor and Burt Farber, the talented local pianist, as
soloist. The announced highlight of the program is Rhapsody
in Blue. But if Kostelanetz uses his own arrangements for the group
of Cole Porter songs, and there's every reason to believe that he will,
that group will be the highlight as far as I'm concerned.

• • •

•

•

•

!Andre Kostelanetz
Will Conduct
XU-MC Bands
Andre Kostelanetz, noted conductor and distinctive arranger,
will direct the combined Marshall college and Xavier University bands in the rendition of
"The Star Spangled· Banner" before the game &aturday, Nov. 20,
according to Gil Maringer, director of the Xavier band.
Maringer played under Kostelanetz in the Persian Gulf Command during World War II. Mr.
Kostelanetz is in Cincinnati this
weekend to direct the Cincinnati
Symphony Orchestra, S u n d a y
afternoon, Nov. 21, for a Pop
Concert.

The Vetarcus Club took the
first step for the Evening College
to join the lip.e of march of
American students aiding European students through Foreign
Student Relief by its sponsorship
of the National Samaritan Art
Show being ·held in Cincinnati
this week, Nov. 14 to 21.
The Vetarcus Club is a group
of young people who are veterans of their high school C.S.M.C.
units, and the Cincinnati group
is composed almost entirely of
X.U. Evening College students.
This club is conducting the auction of paintings and sculpturing
done by American seminarians
in the name· of the American
Seminarian War Relief Mission.
This national organization planned the art exhibit as a means
of gaining funds to purchase
CARE packages to be sent to
European seminarians.
Prompted by their opinion that
the plight of European seminarians demanded a c t i o n from
Americans, the students of Mt.
St. Mary's Seminary, Norwood,
Ohio, formulated the American
Seminarian War Relief Mission
in 1946.
The Art Show is now in progress, having started Nov. 14. It
is being held in the Catholic
Lending Library at St. Louis
Church and is open from 3 to 9
p.m. daily till Nov. 21.

All students are ur1ed to collect sales tas stamps and leave
ti.em at tbe switchboard lD
Hinkle Ball for the benefit of
the Unlvenlty.

XAVIER's FAVORITE
BARBER

Tbe Drug Store closest to
Xavier 11nlvenltr

JULIUS LOHR
3757 Montgomery Road
3 Bl9cks East of Campus

Advisors Appointed
Advisers for each student have
been appointed for the present
school year. A complete list of
students and their respective advisers has been posted opposite
the faculty room in Science Hall.
A schedule of the counselor's office hours will be posted soon.
All freshmen are required to
see their advisers at least once
during each semester . Upper
classmen are also advised to have
frequent consultations.

::====;;.;;::::::::=::::;:;
Collect Tax Stamps

The A.be Baumring
Pharmacy
EVANSTON

Heidelberg Enters
Homecoming Float

SPAIN

We've modernized and beautified our first floor gas and
electric appliance display and service center at Fourth
and Main Streets. The lighting installation is designed to
give plenty of light without glare and represents the most
modern practice in the art. The improved service center
is equipped to take care of our more than 300,000 customers
with even greater speed than before.
Come in and see us . . . we'll be happy to have you look
around.

THE CINCINNATI GAS 6 ELECTRIC COMPANY

Raincoats

Umbrellas
Rubbers

Galoshes

Librt1ry Stairivay
During rush hours in the
Library Building t h e main
stairway is to be used down
only from the upstairs classrooms and the rear stairway is
to be used up only to the upstairs classrooms.

for men, women
and children.

BARBER SHOP
Cleanay & Mont1omery Reis.
Baircuttln1
. '15o
A few squares east
of tbe Barracks

•

For
GOOD TASTE
GOOD HEALTH

"
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Campus Automobile Stickers
Available In Book Store Now
Special permits for automobiles
using parking facilities on the
X a vi e r University Evanston
campus were being issued by
the' book store this week as
part of the new parking regula-

Raymond L. Mooney, S.J., dean
of men. Different permits will
distinguish ~acuity and student
cars with both groups being required to utilize their special
parking zones as designated earl-

•
XAVIER UNIVERS.ITY

~Pa/U<Wj
STUDENT
. PERMIT

REGISTERED NO.

27

A replica of the parking sticker, now a part of the nomenclature
of all student automobiles, is shown above.
tions begun recently by school
authorities.
All students and faculty memhers will be required to display
the permit stickers under penalty
of a $2 fine, according to Fr.
:lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll I:
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§
5
§
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§
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ier this semester. Identification
of car owners will be accomplished through numbers on each
permit sticker.
The University has also revealed its intention of contacting
Ci.ncinnati po~ice officials .to obtam perm1ss1on for registered
student vehicles to park on Victory Parkway after 4 p.m. without being liable to citation.

5 CPA To Talk

:

§ Before Society
MANUFACTURING 5 Members of the Accounting
COMPANY

5
§
::

Society will hear Mr, Fred C.
Dennis, CPA with the Lybrand
firm, Tuesday, Dec. 7, at 8 p.m.
in South Hall.
118 East Sixth Street :: Dennis, in charge of the ·cinCincinnati, Ohio
:: cinnati office of Lybrand, holds
S CPA certificates from five states.
:
CONRAD FOCH'f, Sr.,
: The title of Dennis' talk will be
Proprietor
§ "Opportunities for the College11111111·111111111111111111111111111111111111F. trained Accountants."
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PROVE FOi YOURSELF WHAT THROAT SPECIAUSTS REPORTED WHEN -

30-Day smoking test revealed

NO THROAT IRRITATION
due to smoking CAMELS!
e In this test, hundreds of men and women smoked Camels
-and only Camels-for 30 consecutive days. Each week,
their throats were examined by noted throat specialistsa total of 2470 exacting examinations. From coast to coast,
these throat specialists reported NOT ONE SINGLE CASE
OF THROAT IRRITATION due to smoking Camels!
Test Camels for yourself for 30 days. See how Camels suit
your "T-Zone" ... T for Taste and T for Throat.
Let YOUR OWN TASTE tell you about the rich, full
flavor ot Camel's choice tobaccos. Let YOUR OWN
THROAT tell you the wonderful story of Camel's cool,
cool mildness.
Yes-prove Camel mildness for yourself. You'll enjoy
the Camel mildness test. You'll find out how mild a ciga·
rette can be!

vltMU!//-f!JJaeA riuatanlee I
Try Camels and test chem as you smoke them. If, at any time,
you are not convinced char Camels are the mildest ci11areue
you have ever smoked, return the ,pocka11e with the unused
Camels and we will refund irs full purchase price, plus posrage,
(Si&H') R. J, Reynolds Tobacco Coml'ltny, Winsron·Salem,
.Nonb Carolina.

High Cou1•t Ruling
Threatens Faitlt
(Continue~

PAGE SEVEN

ligious liberties and are there- UENTION XU NEJr'S
fore to be guarded against.
WHEN ANSWERING ADS
If your hair isn't becoming to
you, you should be coming to us

from Page 1)

ligion.
Osborne's Barber Shop
Father Murray contended in
1726 Brewster. Ave,
his answer that historical data
(Just west of l\lontgomery Rd.)
does not bear out this interpretation. He quoted Madison as
saying that the first amendment . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
meant only the preference of one
religion over another in matters
of government.
It was, however, in the Mccollum case that the speaker
found most fault with the Court.
The Mccollum decision, which
had to do with the released time
for religious instruction program,
was labeled by Father Murray
as "dangerous to religious education," and "an alarming tendency
toward secularism."
The Court reached its decision
on the McCollum appeal not
through the historical interpretation as in the Everson case, but
through an interpretation of what
California style coats dethe Court supposed that the
people mean by the first amendsigned and tailored the
ment today. The Court held that
a definite line must be drawn
modern way. An in-bebetween religion and education.
"Religious instruction,'' t h e y
tween coat for cool, fall
wrote, "must be barred from
public education." This is a grave
weather. Maroon, blue,
matter, according to Fr. Murray,
because if religion and education
ton and grey.
cannot lie down together, then
the entire principle of parochial
schools is illegal.
Another flaw in prohibition of
religious education is the withdrawal of parental power over
the spiritual life of the child.
"This is a direct violation of all
liberties, for it makes the school
nothing more than an instrument
of the state, thereby reducing the
child to the level of a Creature
of the state."
Protection of church and state
"WHERE STYLES BEGIN"
has always been considered a
protection of religious liberty,
said Father Murray in concluding his argument, but these
rulings are restrictions of re-

Stroller
Wrap
Around

100 % all wool

Reg. $24.50 sPec1..\Lfl4·75

MAX'S CLOTHES, Inc.
N. E. Corner 7th & Central
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Cana Talks
Open To All
At Albers Hall
Though 'the Cana conference
scheduled for Nov. 21 has been
organized primarily for Evening
College students, any coup 1 e
(Catholic or non-Catholic) married less than ten years is welcome to make reservations for
the day.
Beginning at 1 p.m. in the lobby
of Albers Hall on the Evanston
Campus, the conference will be
given by the Rev. Celestin J.
Steiner, S.J., University president.
The conference, which takes its
name from the marriage feast at
Cana, consists of several talks
by Father Steiner, a question
period and discussion, the renewal of the marriage vows and
Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament.
Reservations may be made by
telephoning the Evening College
(PA 6313 or 6314) or the conference co - chairmen, Mr. and
Mrs. James P. Healy, Evening
College students, at ME 4748.
Only 20 reservations will be accepted.
The Cana lectures, originated
within the last decade, were instituted to salvage maniages
about "to go on the rocks." Now
nationally known and divided
into Cana and Pre-Cana (for engaged couples) sections, the talks
have developed into inspirational
gatherings wherj:! Christian marriages concepts are explained by
a qualified moderator. Couples
express their ideas and exchange
opinions on everyday problems.
The renewal of the marriage
vows provides a dramatic climax
for the affair.

25 Of 500 Frosh
Attend Meeting

Clef Clitb To Toitr
Out-of-Toir'1i Again

Tom Tully, recently elected
president of the freshman class,
called the first meeting of his
group on Wednesday, Nov. 10.
This initial gathering saw a disappointing gr o up of only 25
frosh in attendance.
Tom Link and Art Ney of Student Council proposed to the
freshmen that they take charge
of the card display at the Marshall Homecoming game, with a
special section reserved for the
frosh and their dates. The councilmen announced to the meeting
that the period for wearing the
beanies would come to an end
with an uncapping ceremony at
halftime.
By unanimous vote, John Connelly was chosen frosh representative on Mi 1 t Partridge's
Radio Acceptance Poll Committee.

Arrangements are being made
for the out-of-town concert tour
of the Xavier University Clef
Club in the spring.
The organization, under the
direction of Mr. Franklin Bens,
has scheduled so far two out-oftown appearances, Louisville,
Ky. and Portsmouth, Ohio.
Concerts scheduled for the
Greater Cincinnati area include
Villa Madonna, Our Lady of
Cincinnati, Mount St. Joseph,
and Hotel Alms.
The ever-popular Xavier songs
"Xavier Chimes," "Alma Mater,"
and "Men of Xavier" have been
recorded by the Clef Club and
are now on sale at South Hall.
The price of this record is $. 75.

Applications For Majors
And M illors Re"dy

~

......

·:··-··:~:~=~~:::·-·-··1:·

l

Take advantage of
Our money saving offer
$5.00 Food Books for $4.25

I
t
I Patsy l{lein's

Approval forms for the selection of majors and minors are
available in the office of the
Registrar. Each . applicant will
secure two copies and present i
them to the chairman of the de- =
partment in which he will specialize.

I

I

I
I
I

Restaurant
3472 Reading Road

Cinc_innati 29, Ohio
Telephone AVon 9474

Please - may I make
a Suggestion!
The Purple Cow is the place to meet
When Xavier men want to treat
Each other or their girl friend fair
To food fit for a millionaire.·

Fountain Square Hotel

Cincinnati, Ohio

1"'oo l1nportant To Forget The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food ·makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO.
2519 Vine Street

AV. 6480
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Seniors To Hear
Personnel Heacl
William D. Fentress, personnel
director of the Formica Insulation Company, and president of
the Personnel Management Association will address the senior
class at its regular meeting on
Wednesday, Nov. 24, at 1: 30, in
room 47.
Mr. Fentress has chosen "Now
that I have my sheepskin, what
next?" as his subject.
This talk will follow a short
business meeting. A m o n g the
points on the agenda will be the
senior's choice of a patron saint
for their class and also their selection of . a class g i f t for the
University.
The senior class officers have
reported that the true success of
this meeting will be dependent
on a large attendance of members.

Music That's Sweet
With A Beat

ELLIOT

LAWRENCE
His Piano & His Orchestra
Added Sunday Night Attraction:
Paul Dixon and the Fred
Astaire Dancers from the
Fred Astaire Dance Studios in
Hotel Netherland-Plaza.

\- Reservations CH 3086 ,
I

MORE COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE C~ESTERFIELDS than any other Cigarette ... sv
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